


The advantages of a wooden floor

1. Durable
Low abrasion during intensive use, giving it a long 
life. In addition, wood can easily be reworked/
coloured after sanding.

2. Underfloor heating
A wooden floor is very suitable to be installed in 
combination with underfloor heating.

3. Timeless
A timeless character in both classic and modern 
design. Through various types of wood, colors and 
laying patterns it can be matched to almost any 
interior.

4. Attractive
Warm material with an authentic and unique look. 
It also provides comfort, warmth and a healthy 
indoor climate.

5. Simple maintenance
Wood is easy to clean an maintain, provided the 
good products are used.

6. Environmentally conscious
Wood is a natural material and is less 
environmentally harmful in the production process 
than synthetic material.
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Cinzento Custom Made® is a brand of Dutch origin that excels in custom made wooden flooring. 
The entire process of ordering and designing to finishing is carried out in the Netherlands. Cinzento 
Custom Made® specializes in the processing of oak wood flooring, whereby the customer’s wish is key.

Cinzento Custom Made®
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Plank floor

You can choose from different thicknesses, 
widths, grades and treatments.

“We produce the plank floor 
according to your wishes.” 

www.cinzento.nl/en/wooden-floor/plank-floor/

A wooden floor can be installed in many pat-
terns. The plank pattern is a modern and time-
less product, this wood floor is therefore the 
most chosen one. At Cinzento Custom Made® 
you have the possibility to choose from endless 
variations for a plank wood floor.
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Herringbone
More people these days choose a herring-
bone floor. Whether you live in a new house, 
an apartment or a farm, a herringbone floor 
suits every style perfectly.
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The advantage of Cinzento Custom Made® is 
that we are experts in the custom production of 
exclusive wooden custom made floors, including 
a herringbone floor. We are able to produce the 
herringbone floor precisely to your wishes. The 
main reason for this is that we have the complete 
finishing of the wood in our own hands.

www.cinzento.nl/en/wooden-floor/herringbone-floor/

“Your dream floor custom 
made to the smallest details”
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Chevron
With a Chevron floor, the planks are installed 
in an angle of 45 or 60 degrees, in this pictures 
the Chevron is installed in an angle of 45 de-
grees. This creates the Chevron motif.

www.cinzento.nl/en/wooden-floor/chevron-floor/
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Staircase 
renovation
Just like a Cinzento Custom Made® wood-
en floor you are able to choose different na-
ture/gradings for your stair renovation. You 
have the choice between a rustic oak or a 
1-bis grading. 

We are able to oil, burn, stain, brush and smoke 
the stairsteps. So you have the possibility, with 
Cinzento Custom Made®, to choose the same 
treatment and grading for your staircase as for 
your wooden floor.

www.cinzento.nl/en/staircase-renovation/
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instagram.nl/Cinzentocustommade pinterest.com/Cinzentocustommade

Our dealers are located world-
wide. Visit a dealer in your area! 

Our specialists will be pleased to 
advise you in the showroom.

Be inspired by our realized 
projects on our website.

A wooden floor for a sustainable interior

By using natural materials in your interior you will get a beautiful and peaceful atmosphere. A wooden 
floor is therefore a good and durable foundation for any interior. We have our own production, which 
gives us the possibility to produce your exclusive wooden floor according to your wishes. We choose 

only the best and our easy care wooden floors will last a lifetime.

www.cinzento.nl/en


